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Abstract 
 
 

Security is one of the greatest concerns in the Distributed Applications 
Development these days. More over when client and server application 

scenario is dealt with security requirements, Trust between interacting 
entities also becomes a major concern. When designing security enabled 

application, it’s a major challenge to provide proper user level 
authentication/authorization mechanisms according to the system 

operations in user friendly way. 
 

In this thesis, we have designed & implemented new security architecture 
for the Virtual Organization File System (VOFS) to solve authentication & 

authorization requirements with respect to user’s identity. For better user 
experience & to provide mechanism to protect user credentials during 

authentication, delegation using Single Sign On is implemented. 
Previously, system was developed with traditional Username/Password 

scheme in order to provide authentication/authorization. 
 

Apart from the Authentication/Authorization mechanism required in the 
thesis, it was also required to re-structure the deployable packages in 

such a way that to reduce administration overhead for the application 
while installing & running. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Overview 

 

In order to understand the security architecture designed during this 
thesis, it’s important to have knowledge about major computer security 

concepts on which the new proposed system is built on. These concepts 
are prerequisites in order to understand the overall view of the proposed 

security layer. 
 

1.2 Security Architecture 

 

Security Architecture can be defined as the design objects that describe 
how the security controls (security countermeasures) are placed guarding 

the system, and how they refer to the overall information architecture. 
These controls serve the purpose to maintain the system's quality 

attributes, among them confidentiality, Integrity, availability, 
accountability & assurance. Security architecture is the solution that 

reveals where security measures need to be placed. It is important to 
make such solution one would make a risk analysis. If the solution 

describes a high level design (reference architecture) then it should be 
based on a threat analysis. 

 

1.3 Secure Communication 

 
When two software components are communicating with each other, and 

they do not want an unknown entity to listen to their communication as 
well as they want to pass on their message in a way that nobody else 

could understand the message that is being passed during this 
communication. This scenario is known as Secure Communication. 

 

1.3.1 Three major concerns in Secure Communication 

 

In most cases, secure communication can be divided into these major 
concerns which are privacy, integrity and authentication. A software 

system can be composed of any combination of these requirements. A 
most considered secure system should be composed of all of these 

requirements but sometimes it’s not feasible or affordable to achieve all of 
them. 
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1.3.1.1 Privacy 

 
A secure communication should only be understandable for sender and 

receiver. Content can be protected from being stolen or understood over 
the wire using encryption. 

 

1.3.1.2 Integrity  

 

When the message is sent from one party to another, it should be possible 
to validate the integrity of the message. This can be achieved by adding 

digest of the message along with the content which can be generated by 
applying a digest algorithm on the content. 

 

1.3.1.3 Authentication 

 
Secure communication should be done under valid identification of users 

to prevent the system be used a person who is not one of the users in the 
communication but rather impersonating any of them by stealing their 

credentials or by some other means like sniffing over network etc. 
 

1.3.2 Authorization 

 
Authorization is not major but one of the important concern in secure 

systems. Authorization means if a user has privileges to perform a specific 
task in the system. Authorization is related to authentication because we 

generally need to authenticate the user before we can figure out if he is 
allowed to perform a certain task (authorization). 

 

1.3.3 Cryptography 

 
Cryptography is basically about creating secret characters. Encrypting 

data can be called as the action of converting an understandable message 
to a message written in stream of unknown or meaningless set of 

characters which is also known as Encrypted Message. Decrypting can be 
called as action of converting a message written into an understandable 

message (the unencrypted message). Cryptography is the most important 
field in Computer Security which can used to achieve all requirements of 

secure communication. 
 

1.3.3.1 Cryptographic Algorithms 
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As we have understood how encryption works and we know that it 
requires a formula or an algorithm to create the secret characters out of 

the message, we can now look into these algorithms. 
  

A key-based algorithm requires and uses an encryption key to encrypt the 
message. The receiver then needs a decryption key to decrypt the 

message. 
 

There are algorithms that use the same key to encrypt /decrypt 
(symmetric key algorithm) but we also have a huge variety of those who 

do not use the same key (asymmetric key algorithm). The rule is to apply 
the key to the message by logic of the algorithm. Most advance 

algorithms, however, only depend on keeping the key as secret item 
(while the logic or algorithm is usually publically known). 

 

1.3.3.2 Symmetric and Asymmetric Encryption Algorithms 

 
The type of algorithm which uses the same key while encrypting or 

decrypting data, is known as Symmetric key-based Algorithm. Although 
this type algorithm would be very fast and easy to implement, it also has 

some problems. One of the problems is that they can only be used to 
guarantee privacy (Encryption/Decryption). Another problem is that both 

sender and receiver should agree on the same key during the secure 
communication. 

Modern secure systems nowadays are turning towards using asymmetric 
algorithms where another key is used for encryption. 

1.3.4 Public-key Cryptography 

 
Public-key cryptography is oriented to asymmetric algorithms and is based 

on the use of two keys. These two keys are known as private key and 
public key; 

 

 Private Key: This key must be known only by its creator/user. 
 Public Key: This key can be known to everyone. 

 Use of Public/Private keys: If one is used for encryption, the 
other one can decrypt and vice versa which means, if someone 

encrypts data with my public key, I would need my private key to 
decrypt the message. 

1.3.4.1 A Secure Communication Using Public-key Cryptography 

 
In secure communication using Public-key Cryptography, sender simply 

encrypts message from receiver’s public key which is known to the 
sender. On receiving end, receiver has his private key which is private to 

him only, used to decrypt the message. 
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1.3.4.2 Digital Signatures: Integrity in PKI based Systems 

 
Integrity is possible by its true manner in public-key systems by using 

digital signatures. A digital signature is verifiable data which can be used 
to find out if the message was tempered during the conversation (e.g. 

through the intervention of malicious user). 
 

1.3.4.3 Authentication in Public-key Systems 

 

Digital signatures are used to validate the integrity of the content in 
relationship with its sender but sometimes it is not enough. We need to 

know more about the user in the system and want to know if the user who 
is using the private key to sign is really the user which belongs to the 

system. To ensure this identity issue, we use digital certificates and 
described below. 

 

1.4 Certificates and Certificate Authorities 

 
A digital certificate is a digital document is a proof that a certain public 

key is owned by a person. Certificates generally are signed by a third 
party called the certificate authority (or CA). 

 
Certificates are encoded in digital format. Normally certificates that are 

signed by Certificate Authority are not issued through a secure 
communication but rather generated after personal verification of the 

user. After user gets its certificate by means of email or in a hardware 
token, we can validate the integrity of the certificate using the CA’s public 

key. 
 

1.4.1 Trust in Digital World 

 

Certificate can somehow ensure the identity problem when the digital 
certificate is signed by some well known CA. Wherever certificate is used, 

the application has to trust the CA from which user’s certificate is being 
signed. There are no proper routines to decide whether a CA you should 

trust. Any PKI based system you use is either bound to one CA or uses a 
list of CAs from which a user can interact with the system. 

 

1.4.2 Format of X.509 Certificate 
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There are many parameters which can be placed in the certificate (which 
is stored in binary format); most significant parameters are as follows: 
 

 Subject: Normally used for mentioning name of the user. 

 Subject’s public key: Public key of certificate owner along with 
specs through which it was generated, e.g. Algorithm, length etc. 

 Issuer’s Subject: Certificate signer name or CA’s name. 
 Digital signature: Digital signature where the content is the whole 

certificate blob or all the information in each parameter in it. Every 
certificate can be validated by issuer’s public key which is normally 

available at the user who is about to validate it. 
 

As we know that the certificate is a sharable to any user so they would 
verify our identity, so we don’t want to include the private key which must 

be known only to the owner of the certificate. When we gather both a 
certificate and its associated private key which are always kept with 

owner, they are known as user credentials.  
 

Distinguished Names 
 

Names in X.509 certificates (Distinguished name) are usually represented 
as a comma-separated list of name-value pairs (e.g. O=Kungliga Tekniska 

Högskolan, OU=SEDS, CN=Ahsan Saleem). 
 

So distinguished name can have several attributes, and the most common 
are the following: 

 
 O: Name of the company, organization, institute where this user 

belongs 
 OU: Organizational Unit or department in the above mentioned 

organization 
 CN: Common Name (the user’s name, email or domain name etc.) 

 C: Country 
 

1.5 Delegation and Single Sign-on 

 

Delegation and single sign-on are the most interesting topics regarding 
this thesis. To understand these concepts, we need to take a look into the 

following problem that they solve. 
 

1.5.1 The Problem 

 
Let’s suppose that user Alice asks user Bob to perform a task. Bob 

acknowledges performing the task, but it turns out that he is soon going 
for a vacation and he wants to assign this task to Charlie. In this case, 
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Bob will ask Charlie to perform task. However, we would ideally like 
Charlie to be aware that the original requester is Alice. What should 

Charlie do? It has two options: 
 

 Ignore who the original requestor is. The user contacting 
Charlie is Bob, and that’s it. 

 Contact Alice. Bob could specify that the request is being 
performed on behalf of Alice, and Charlie could contact Alice to ask 

her if she really requested this task. 
 

As we know that certificates can provide authentication mechanism for the 
user to prove their identity but this case is truly about delegation which is 

not possible by using traditional certificate structure we have discussed so 
far. 

 

1.5.2 The Solution: Proxy Certificates 

 
Proxy certificate is the digital reference which allows the holder of the 

certificate to act on someone’s behalf. No doubt, the structure of it is very 
similar to the X.509 digital certificates that we have seen earlier, except 

that it’s not signed by a CA but by an end user. Proxy certificates are 
extremely useful but allowing someone to act on your behalf is full of risks 

therefore, the lifetime of a proxy certificate is usually set to a minutes or 
hours so if the proxy certificate is compromised, the attacker won’t be 

able to use for a longer period of time. Furthermore, proxy certificates 
define extra usage constraints to limit their functionality even more. 

1.5.3 Proxy Certificates as Solution to Delegation and Single Sign-on  

 
Proxy Certificates also helps us to solve the desirable feature of single 

sign-on. Normally private key is required during the authentication and 
when there are multiple services for which user has to be authenticated, it 

is cumbersome to retrieve password which is usually protected by a 

password. By using proxy certificates, user only has to use his credentials 
to create the proxy certificate. The proxy is then used for all other 

authentications. 
 

Proxy certificate which is generated locally that authorizes me to act on 
my behalf is very useful since it can be used for all secure 

communications, instead of using my key pair directly and delegating my 
access rights to the machine. In this thesis we will be focusing on this 

type of delegation and single sign-on. 
 

1.5.4 Criticism on Proxy Certificates  
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As we have realized that proxy certificates are great solving problems 
related to delegation but we are still unsure how they are created or how 

the creation of them securely takes place. This section gives a much more 
detailed look at the process of creation and validation of a proxy 

certificate. 
 

 
Generation of Proxy Certificate 

 
Let’s consider that Bob needs Alice’s credentials to make request to 

Charlie which means he needs a proxy certificate signed by Alice. 
 

1. Bob generates a key pair. 
2. Public key from this key pair is used to make CSR over a secure 

channel towards Alice. 
3. If Alice agrees to sign this blob, she signs it using her private key 

which then can be used to create a proxy certificate. 
4. New certificate is sent back to Bob. 

5. Bob can use this certificate to act on Alice’s behalf. 

 
As we can see that proxy’s private key is never sent to Alice. Alice had 

recognized Bob’s from his identity certificate when establishing a secure 
channel. 

 
Validating Proxy Certificate 

 
The process of validating a proxy certificate is very much similar as 

validating an ordinary certificate. In Bob and Alice case, the proxy 
certificate is signed by Alice, which means that we need Alice’s public key 

to check its authenticity. Normally a chain of certificates are sent together 
for receiver to validate it from delegator to its CA. 

 
Since proxy certificate can be used to delegate one’s credentials, it can 

also be used to delegate the credentials of a proxy certificate holder as 
well. This means that a proxy certificate is generated and can be used on 

behalf of another proxy certificate. We will take a look on that process of 
creating proxy certificates later in this report that holds the credentials of 

any given proxy certificate holder. 
 

1.6 Structure of Report 

 

Chapter 2 gives the detailed exposure of the VOFS system that has been 
developed further to implement security layer on top. It describes main 

components involved in it. It’s important to take a brief look on the 
internal components in order to understand the security layer which is 

explained later on. 
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Chapter 3 narrates a detailed specification of requirements that are 

implemented in the thesis. It describes which components of the system 
were considered to be improved by means of security and packaging of 

the current solution. 
 

Chapter 4 describes the new proposed solution for VOMS that is chosen in 
order to complete the development of the system. It describes complete 

workflow of the solution and how it is implemented in the current VOFS 
software. The new packaging mechanism is also narrated in this chapter 

which gives great benefit for the further development of the software as 
well as the end user when creating deployable from it. 

 
Chapter 5 gives performance evaluation of the current system. It includes 

operations that are added to the system after development. 
 

Chapter 6 provides future directions for further development and 
discusses improvements to the current design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Introduction to Virtual Organization File System 

 

2.1 Overview 

 
The environment in any Grid Computing scenario allows forming Virtual 

Organizations (VOs). A VO is a virtualised collection of users or/and 
organizations that joins their resources into a single virtual administrative 

domain, for some common goal. A VO File System (VOFS) aggregates 
data objects (files, directories, disk space) shared by VO members. Each 

shared object is mapped to a namespace which is tracked by VOFS server. 
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2.2 Understanding the Concepts 

 
In order to understand VOFS in more detail, we need to know some of the 

core concepts and tools that are involved in the design of it. We will take a 
brief overview of these concepts in this report. 

 

2.2.1 Grid Computing 

 
Grid computing is the combination of computer resources from different 

administrative domains for a common goal. Grid computing is traditionally 
applying the resources of several computers in a network to a single 

problem; usually to a technical problem that requires a huge number of 
computer processing cycles or access to large amounts of data. 

 

2.2.2 Virtual Organizations 

 

In Grid computing, a Virtual Organization (VO) can be defined as a single 
or multiple workgroups where they share resources with some common 

rules. All virtual organizations share some common agenda or functions 
which they decided to work upon. 

The collaborations involved in Grid computing lead to the emergence of 

multiple organizations that function as one unit through the use of their 
shared resources for the purpose of one or more commonly identified 

goals. 

2.2.3 WebDAV 

 

Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning, or WebDAV, is a set of 

extensions to the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) that allows 
computer-users to edit and manage files collaboratively on remote World 

Wide Web servers. More information on this topic can be found from 
reference [13]. 

 
Available implementations of WebDAV protocol 

 
WebDAV is currently available in the following operating systems. 

 Linux (davfs2, fusedav) 
 Mac OS X 

 Microsoft Windows (Web Folders, WebDAV mini-redirector) 

2.3 Namespace Management 

 
One major challenge in such a file system is namespace management. The 

namespace should allow uniform and globally unique path names to be 
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associated with data objects wherever they are located in the Grid. 
Uniform here means access and location transparency of exposed data 

objects and the same view of the file system at all nodes. This requires 
mapping a local name of a file in VOFS namespace to its physical location. 

The global nature of grids enforces logical names to be uniform across 
different administrative domains. 

 
In this work we consider ad-hoc grids built of resources voluntarily 

donated by VO members. VOFS contains different types of data objects 
exposed by VO members to be shared within a VO. Current solution 

purposes a user-level solution for implementation of VOFS that allows 
exposing data objects, transparent access to the objects, and maintains 

the uniform namespace in the presence of resource churn (node leaves, 
joins and failures). This proposed VOFS has the following features that 

make it useful in ad-hoc Grids to create and maintain work spaces by 
exposing and sharing data objects by different applications and VO 

members. 
 

1. VOFS includes a security mechanism that protects exposed data 

objects from unauthorized access. It supports VO membership 
management, authentication and role-based authorization according 

to VO policies; 
2. VOFS maintains a uniform namespace despite of the resource churn; 

3. User level technique that allows ordinary applications (file clients) to 
access the VOFS using a standard POSIX file API, i.e. the 

applications do not need to be modified to access files exposed to 
VOFS; 

4. VOFS us easy to use for non-experienced users; 
5. VOFS can operate user any operating system that has WebDAV 

mount support, e.g. MS Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X. It has only 
been tested on Linux and MS Windows; 

6. VOFS supports transparent disconnected operations that allow the 
user to work on cached files while being disconnected. 

Currently VOFS design considers files and directories as data objects. The 
data objects can exposed to any path in VOFS. An exposed directory 

offers disk space which is used by VO members to create new objects. 
Exposing of a file or directory form the local node makes the data object 

accessible for VO members. Access to the exposed objects is achieved by 
mounting the local VOFS peer to a mount point, e.g. a local path. We use 

the WebDAV protocol to access and transfer files between peers. Use of 
WebDAV allows accessing VOFS through any mount utility supporting 

WebDAV, e.g. davfs2 which offers a POSIX compliant API. Ones mounted, 
access to VOFS is no different from access to local file system. 

 
Note: VOFS internal file tree structure will not be explained in this report. 
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2.4 VOFS Peers 

 
Each user who exposes data objects must run a VOFS peer on the user’s 

computer; while a user accessing VOFS does not need to run a VOFS peer. 
However, in the latter case, the user must know an address of any VOFS 

peer to be able to mount it and to access the VOFS. If the user runs a 
VOFS peer, then that local peer, loopback adapter, can be mounted to 

become the entry point to VOFS. In this case, there is no need to keep 
addresses of well-known mount points. Every of the VOFS peers provide 

the same set of the services that includes (un) expose, join, mount, 
cache. The services can be accessed by the user through the GUI of the 

VOFS peer. The services are described below. 
 

2.4.1 (Un) Expose 

 

A user (un) exposes data objects using an (un) expose client provided 
with a GUI in the current VOFS prototype. When exposing, the user 

defines a data object to be exposed and specifies its VOFS path. The 
expose services stores the logical to physical name mapping in the local 

table. If the specified path does not exist, virtual directories are 
introduced in order to allow traversing the tree from root to the exposed 

data object. The root of VOFS is always /. It always exists at least 
virtually, but may also be mapped to a real directory. Name collision 

occurs when the user tries to assign a VOFS name which is already taken. 
In the current VOFS, the name collision is resolved as follows: if the data 

object to be exposed is a file, its mapping overrides the mapping of the 
object previously exposed with the same name; in case of directories 

exposed with the same name, their contents are merged. 
 

2.4.2 Join 

 

When a user starts a VOFS peer, the peer joins the P2P VOFS system. At 
Startup, the peer downloads a list of all VO peers from the VO 

membership Service (VOMS). Then the peer connects to some other peers 
selected from the list. The chosen peers and the new peer become 

neighbours. In the current VOFS prototype, selection of neighbours is 
random, but it could be done in a sophisticated way. They also exchange 

their VOFS views stored in their local and remote metadata tables 
described earlier. It is possible for the user to manually edit a peer's 

neighbour list through the GUI of the VOFS peer. 
 

2.4.3 Mount 
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The user can mount VOFS with any mount utility supporting WebDAV used 
in the current VOFS; therefore we have not developed any special mount 

utility; instead, we use davfs on Linux and NetDrive on MS Windows. 
VOFS has not been tested on other OSs but Mac OS X has WebDAV 

support built in. Once the VOFS is mounted, all POSIX file API is supported 
for manipulating data objects (provided the mount utility offers a POSIX 

API). The mount utility will translate the POSIX calls to WebDAV calls to 
the loopback adapter. 

 

2.4.4 Cache 

 
Each VOFS peer maintains a file cache. Read and write latency over 

network is compensated by the caching mechanism, which also allows 
offline work. VOFS uses last write wins reconciliation policy (a traditional 

file system policy for concurrent writes), which, if needed, can be replaced 
by a more sophisticated reconciliation policy implemented using, for 

example, Telex. The cached copy is checked for update (compared to the 
master copy) when the file is read. When a file is written the new content 

is both stored in the cache and sent to the exposing peer, which informs 
all other peers that has cached the file about the update. Also directory 

listings are cached, but unlike files they have an expiry time. 
 

2.5 VOFS Security 

 

The security infrastructure is based on the XACML authorization model. Its 
goal is to provide authentication and authorization. When authenticating 

the users credentials are checked and the user gets a token which can be 
used to prove her identity in authorization checks. Authorization grants 

that users can only access resources to which they have right according to 
VO policies. Authorization is policy-based, policies are expressed in 

XACML. 
 

2.5.1 XACML Authorization Model 

 

XACML stands for eXtensible Access Control Markup Language. It is a 

declarative access control policy language implemented in XML and a 

processing model, describing how to interpret the policies. 

Latest version 2.0 was ratified by OASIS standards organization on 1st 

February 2005. 

Scope 

XACML is supposed to declare concerns regarding authorized activities, 
the effect of different properties of access requestor, the protocol over 

which the request is made, authorization based on classes of activities, 
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and content introspection. XACML is also supposed to give suggestions 
regarding policy authorization model to guide implementers of the 

authorization mechanism. 
 

Extensibility & Interoperability 
 

XACML core schema provides extensibility features that are not known for 
current scenarios. The XACML Technical Committee will construct 

interoperability of XACML core schema with other standards. To make sure 
work is not duplicated adapting standards are made easy. Furthermore, 

generalization of use cases and requirements will be shared through 
normative references. 

 

2.5.2 Scenarios 

 
A typical scenario of interactions between security components and VOFS 

peers can be distinguished in four different phases: creating users and 
roles, creating security policies, authentication and access control. 
 

Creating users and roles (1) The VO administrator uses the VO 
Membership Service, VOMS to create users and roles. 

 
Setting policies (2) The administrator uses the Policy Administration 

Point, PAP to create policies. (3) The PAP stores the policies in the Policy 
Repository, PR. The PAP will invalidate the Policy Decision Point, PDP's 

cache. 
It can be specified in a policy when it is valid. This can be specified as 

time, date and day of week ranges and any combination of these. 
 

Authentication (4) The requester logs in to the VOMS, using a web 
based interface. If the requester is authenticated, VOMS returns a token 

that is stored on the requester’s computer. 
 

VOFS access (5) The requester uses an application that accesses VOFS. 
The mount utility sends the token along with the call to VOFS. This call is 

intercepted by the PEP which protects the VOFS peer. (6) The PEP asks 

the PDP whether the requester is allowed to access the peer. (7) The PDP 
asks the Policy Information Point, PIP for the requester's roles. (8) The 

PIP contacts the VOMS to check if the token is valid and to get the user's 
roles. (9) The PDP evaluates the policies stored in PR. (10) If access was 

granted, the call is let through to the VOFS peer. 
 

2.5.3 VOFS Components 

 
The VOFS security infrastructure is built of the following components. 
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Virtual Organization Membership Service, (VOMS) keeps a database 

of users and roles in the VO. It has a web based management interface for 
updating this data. This interface is protected by PEP. The VOMS is also 

responsible for authenticating users. 
 

Policy Enforcement Point, (PEP) protects a resource (VOFS peer, 
VOMS, PAP). Each resource has a local PEP. The PEP sends authorization 

requests to the PDP and caches the answers. To improve performance the 
PDP answers not only to the request sent by the PEP, but to requests with 

the same subject and resource with all existing actions. 
 

Policy Decision Point, (PDP) evaluates requests from PEPs according to 
the policies in PR. Policies are cached in memory. Invalidation of the PDP's 

cache also invalidates all PEP's caches. 
 

Policy Information Point, (PIP) contacts VOMS to validate the 
requester's identifying token and get the requester's roles. The answer 

from VOMS is cached, together with the lifetime of the token. 

 
Policy Administration Point, (PAP) is a server that makes updates to 

PR. The PAP is protected by an instance of PEP. A client to the PAP is 
provided. 

 
Policy Repository, (PR) stores the policies as XACML files. 

 
We suppose that except for PEP there will be only one instance of each 

component per VO. Each PEP instance should be placed on the same host 
as the resource the PEP protects. 

 
 

 

2.5.4 Secure Communication in VOFS 

 
The goals of secure communication are 

1. To make sure that PEPs get answers from the correct PDP; 
2. To make sure that PDP gets answer from the correct VOMS; 

3. To make sure that the token identifying a user is not stolen. If it is 
stolen it can be used to impersonate that user. 

 
The first two goals can be met using certificates to identify PDP and 

VOMS. Regarding the third goal, there are the following risks that the 
token is stolen. (5): 

1. During transfer 
2. From the user's computer; 

3. By a malicious node pretending to be a VOFS peer; 
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4. By another VOFS peer. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

3. Requirement Analysis 

 

3.1 Overview 

 

As we have mentioned that target of this thesis work is to maintain the 
existing implementation of the VOFS prototype in terms of security and 

packaging. In order to understand the work done during this thesis, it’s 
important to get picture of the internal workings of the components that 

were developed previously. Requirements of maintaining the components 
in the system will come across while describing the functionality of each of 

them. As from this chapter and onwards, we will be discussing the system 
in technical perspective. 

 
Note that many parts of the VOFS are taken from the reference [5]. 
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3.2 Grid4all Security Architecture 

 
VOFS prototype was developed based on Grid4all security architecture 

which provides Authentication & Authorization mechanisms.  
 

3.2.1 Authentication Components 

 

Authentication is currently implemented using traditional 
username/password mechanism. Detailed flow is described later in this 

chapter. 
 

3.2.2 Authorization Components 

 
Briefly, authorization components consist of Policy Enforcement Point 

(PEP), Policy Decision Point (PDP), Policy Information Point (PIP), Policy 
Administration Point (PAP) and Policy Repository which can be seen in the 

figure below. PEP is the only component that resides on the client side and 
may need to be customized or re-implemented by the application. Other 

Components remain unchanged across different application domains and 
use cases. 

 
The following diagram shows the system processes. (5) 

 
 
These components in the figure can be described as follows: 

 

3.2.2.1 Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) 
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The PEP protects a resource. It is called whenever access rights shall be 
checked. The input to an authorization check is: 

 
- Subject which is the single sign-on identifier of the user accessing the 

resource. This identifier was returned by the VOMS when the user signed 
on. 

 
- Action is what can be done to the resource. Valid actions are read, list, 

create, delete, write, lock and admin. 
 

- Resource which is identified by a path like string starting with @ 
(e.g. @/se/kth/ict). The PEP will send these parameters to the PDP and 

then communicate the PDP's answer to the component requesting the 
access check. The provided PEPs caches PDP responses. 

 
Note that any object sending access evaluation requests to the PDP could 

be considered to be an instance of PEP. All required functionality is to send 
data to the PDP and receive the answer. 

 

3.2.2.2 Policy Decision Point (PDP) 

 
The PDP receives requests from the PEP and checks the policy repository 

for rules concerning the specified subject and resource. The found policies 
are evaluated and the result is sent back to the PEP. The possible results 

are: 
Permit means that access is granted. 

Deny means that access is rejected. 
NotApplicable means that there was no matching policy. 

Indeterminate means that no decision could be taken. For example 
there might be several contradicting policies. 

Error means that policies could not be checked because of some 
exception, for example the communication link might be down. 

 
The PDP caches policies. 

3.2.2.3 Policy Information Point (PIP) 

 

This component is responsible for authenticating users and for retrieving 
their roles from the VOMS. The PIP caches VOMS answers. 

 

3.2.2.4 Policy Repository (PR) 

 

The policy repository is a persistent store for policies in the eXtensible 
Access Control Markup Language (XACML) which is described earlier in 

chapter 2. 
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3.2.2.5 Policy Administration Point (PAP) 

 
The PAP is used to administer (list or change) policies in the PR. Before 

accessing the PR, the PAP will call its own PEP to check if the policy in the 
PR grants the caller the right to do the requested operation. 

 

3.3 Previous VOFS Prototype Implementation 

 

Previously implementation of VOFS prototype had the following properties. 
 

 It can be executed on all platforms supporting Java Servlets. 
 The prototype was bundled with Apache Tomcat. 

 

Following components are involved in the current implementation. 
 

PEP is a Servlet filter that intercepts all incoming requests. It translates 
the WebDAV method of the call to a VOFS operation and calls PDP to 

check if the operation is allowed. If not, an HTTP 403 (forbidden) code is 
returned. 

 
WebdavServlet is the access point for remote peers and the local mount 

utility. 
 

ClientStub receives requests from WebdavServlet and forwards them to 
the correct component. 

 
MetaDataModule keeps meta-data and offers the longest prefix 

matching engine. 
 

LocalFileSystemStorage provides access to exposed files and 
directories. Cache caches remote data objects. If a searched object is not 

in the cache the call is forwarded to the remote peer hosting it. The 
returned object is cached. 

 
WebDAV client API is responsible for contacting remote peers to read or 

write data objects. 
 

ReconciliationMonitor continuously monitors cache to see if an item in 
cache is newer than the master, if so updates the master. 

 

3.4 Scenarios & Analysis 
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As this thesis project is about maintaining the communication between 
user to VOMS and PEP. First of all we would like to go through the 

functionality and the processes among these entities. After analyzing the 
processes, it’s required to figure out where we do need to enhance 

security in the communication between them. 
 

3.4.1 VO Membership Service 

 
Virtual Organization Membership Service consists of the following 

processes. 
 

 

3.4.1.1 Users & Roles Creation 

 
Currently administrator is using a web interface to create users & roles 

that communicates with VOMS. After creating user, it has to be mapped 
with a specific role. Registration is done using traditional 

username/password which is stored in VOMS. Username/password is used 
to authenticate VOFS peer as well. Admin informs user about his 

username/password through an email. 
 

 

4. Maintenance & implemented Solutions 
 

 

As we have seen in the previous chapters that our main requirements to 
accomplish the thesis work is to maintain the registration & login process. 

Moreover, we have noticed that the current project structure has been 
quite scattered in order to create proper deployable bundles as well as the 

usability perspectives.  
 

4.1 Maintenance 

 

In order to improve the VOFS authentication mechanism, we have the 
following solutions to problems mentioned in 2.5.4. 

 
The proposed solutions uses certificate based authentication and 

authorisation. VOFS client application is used to create certificate structure 
or certificate signing requests for the user. 

4.1.1 Solution I 

 

The process of registration and login through this application is as follows. 
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Registration 

 
- When user starts the application, registration form appears and user 

fills the registration form and presses submit button. 
- Server certificate is given in the downloadable package of the 

application. 
- Application creates a local key store for the user and constructs a key 

pair which is protected by the password chosen by the user in 
registration form. 

- Application creates a self signed certificate for the user using the key 
pair. 

- Application adds server certificate to its local trust store in order to 
communicate using SSL mechanism. 

- Application sends generates self signed certificate to server in order 
to be authenticated by server before the registration process takes 

place. 
- Application initiates SSL connection and sends a registration request 

to server and waits for response. 

- Server receives the registration request and adds user to its database 
by giving a default role. The default role is part of the server 

configuration. 
- Server responds back with an OK message, means that server knows 

client’s self signed certificate that is stored along with the user 
information. 

 
Login 

 
- Client application initiates SSL connection and authenticates himself 

to the server for login. 
- When the connection is established, server creates nonce be signed 

by client and sends it. 
- Application receives the request and signs it using identity certificate 

which was used during the registration and login process. 
- Application sends back the signed blob back to the server. 

- Server validates the blob and stores it along with a Single Sign On 
Identifier. 

- Server sends SSOID to the client. 
- Application can now use SSOID to make requests to the VOFS. 

 
Note: Using SSL communication, all the data which is being sent is 

encrypted using identity certificates of the entities that are receiving the 
data on the other end. 

 

4.1.2 Solution II 
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This solution describes the Registration & Login in the following manner. 
 

Registration 
 

- Server is a Certificate Authority itself and every client who is using 
services from the server will be using Server generated certificate 

where root certificate will be Server’s self signed certificate. 
- In order to achieve what is mentioned above, downloaded client 

application will ask user to fill in his information as mentioned in 
Solution I and create a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) after 

building a local key store which is protected by the password user 
chooses in the form. 

- CSR will be sent to the server along with the registration information. 
- Server registers the user, creates a certificate by signing the CSR with 

server’s self signed root certificate private key and sends the 
certificate in an email. 

- User downloads the certificate and imports it into the application in 
order to be used for the secure communication. 

- A role is assigned to the user during the registration. 

- User sends activation request to the server to guarantee that he has 
received the certificate chain. 

- Server validates the request and activates the user. 
 

 
 

Login 
 

- Application sends login request to server giving the email as user  
 identity & peer information.  

- Server creates a nonce, wraps it in a certificate subject and sends to 
the client. 

- Client application creates a proxy certificate based on the ID 
certificate and adds the subject which is sent from the server. 

- The new proxy certificate is full delegation proxy certificate which is 
signed by user’s ID certificate’s private key. 

- The proxy certificate is then sent to the server for validation. 
- Server validates the proxy certificate and registers it as currently 

online peers. 
- Communication during this process is secured by ID certificate and 

server certificate respectively. 
- An OK signal is sent back to the client, so proxy certificate can be 

used when sending VOFS commands. 
 

 
Registration form will contain the following information. 

 
1. Full Name (Optional) 

2. Address (Optional) 
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3. Email (Mandatory) in order to get the certificate file from the server 
& instructions to startup, also it will be used as user id when logging 

to server. 
4. Password (Mandatory) in order to create key store & protect the 

private key which will be used to sign in but problem arises when 
user has lost the password/forgotten, there is no recovery to it 

because it’s stored locally. 
5. VOFS Server Address will be automatically detected from the 

system. 

4.1.3 Solution II as Implementation  

 
Due to limitation of availability of SSL and trust store implementations, 

the first solution has been discarded and Solution II is chosen to be 
implemented. More over the trust between server and client certificates 

are not validated at all. Each of them has to add certificates of each other 
in the trusted roots on their ends. 

 
Now we will discuss the implementation in further details from security 

components and design to software implementation to meet requirements 
of the VOFS security. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

High level diagram of the security components. 
 

4.2 VOMS Certificate Authority Implementation 

 

In order to comply with the current solution, we have to create VOMS that 

would be based on a certificate authority. To go more into details how 
such certificate authority is created, we have to point out the functions 

that are implemented on VOMS. 

 
- VOMS CA key store initialization. 

- Creating VOMS CA Root Certificate. 
- Receiving Certificate Signing Requests. 

- Parsing/extracting user information from CSR. 
- Generating & signing a client Certificate. 

 
VOMS CA key store initialization 

PKI 

X.509Certificate Structure 

Java Security API 
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In order to establish a software service which can act as a CA, we must be 

creating its root certificate as its identity. Before creating CA root 
certificate, we must generate a key pair which can be then used to create 

certificate blob. After the key pair is generates, a key store must be 
created in order to keep the sensitive information like private keys and 

certificates. This key store must be located on the security area at the 
VOMS and it should be protected by a password which is configured by 

VOMS administrator. Key store will be used to store CA’s root certificate 
along with its private key where public key will be part of the certificate 

itself. It will also be used to store generated client’s certificates as well. 
 

VOMS CA Root Certificate 
 

Once the key pair is created, we must create an x.509 certificate structure 
which then can be signed the by the private key from the key pair. 

Certificate structure of CA is quite different from normal chained 
certificates because it doesn’t contain any root certificate and it is a self 

signed certificate. To bring strength to the CA certificate, it is important to 

add identity related information in the X.509 certificate structure, these 
attributed information is called certificate extensions. For the current 

implementation of the CA, we have added the following constraints in the 
CA certificate’s structure. Every extension can be set as it is critical or not. 

 
BASIC CONSTRAINTS – Defines weather it’s a CA certificate which set to 

true in this case. 
KEY USAGE – Defines private key usages that are set to generate 

DigitalSignature, Key Encipherment, CertKeySign and DataEncipherment. 
SUBJECT ALTERNATIVE NAMES – Defines an alternative name for the 

certificate authority which is set to VOMS. 
 

To add more identity related information for this CA, we might want to 
add DNS name, IP address, e-mail address so the clients can verify the 

authenticity of the certificate. When certificate structure is complete, it 
must be signed by private key of which respective public key is in place in 

the certificate structure. 
 

When the certificate structure is complete by adding signature, it must be 
stored in the key store that is created in the previous step. 

 
Receiving Certificate Signing Requests 

 
As system is based on certificate based authentication, each client 

application manages its own key store and generates a Certificate Signing 
Request (CSR) with user’s information wrapped in it along with the public 

key. Client applications sends registration request to the VOMS server. 
 

Extracting user information from CSR 
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Server receives CSR and extracts user information such as public key, 

name, email and location information to be used in the new certificate. 
 

Generating new certificate for user 
 

For each user, VOMS certificate authority generates a certificate with the 
given information in the CSR. VOMS CA uses its private key to sign this 

newly created certificate structure for the user. 
 

Server then keeps the generated certificate locally in its key store and 
sends one copy of it along with the root certificate in a certificate chain to 

the client. 
 

4.3 Role Repository 

 

VOMS role based authentication mechanism is based on XACML policy as 
we have discussed earlier, in order to create mapping between users and 

roles, there is a role repository component which is implemented in order 
to keep roles directly in the database which reflects the values from the 

policy. 
 

When VOMS receives a new user registration request, if VOMS admin 
approves this request, the certificate chain is generated, suitable role is 

assigned to the user which is then is persisted on VOMS database which is 
mapped to user data. VOMS delivers user certificate chain by email to the 

user after registration. Registration process does not make a user to be 
able to use VOFS until his account is activated. 

4.4 User Activation 

 

In order make sure whether certificate chain is received by the same user 
who initiated the registration process and certificate chain is not stolen, an 

activation process is implemented on the client application. This activation 
process consists of following steps. 

 
- Import certificate chain. 

- Store private key and certificate chain in key store. 
- Send Activation Request to VOMS. 

- Update Personal Information (Optional) 
 

Import certificate chain 
 

When user receives email with certificate chain from server, application 
needs to import this certificate to be used during authentication 

processes. 
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Store private key and certificate chain in key store 

 
Client application asks user to give a password to protect the key store in 

which user’s key credentials are kept, also the certificate chain will be kept 
in it. Another password is used to protect the private key access from the 

key store. 
 

Send Activation Request to VOMS 
 

To activate the user account, an activation request is created in which 
user’s email is given as sender subject. This request is encrypted by 

server’s public key which was sent in the certificate chain received by the 
user. Server decrypts the request and loads the subject’s information in 

order to activate the user. After validating the request data sent in the 
request, server sets user to an active user. 

 
Update Personal Information 

 

User can optionally send his personal and service usage information while 
sending the activation request. 

 
Server send a response message encrypted with user’s public key that 

was given during the registration process. 
 

4.5 Login by Single Sign On 

 
As we know that after registration & activation process, VOMS and VOFS 

peer have a trusted relation between them and they know each other 

digitally. Now we have to use this trusted mechanism to integrate into the 
VOFS processes which is based on PKI constructs and certificate structure. 

 
The Single Sign On process is nothing but a certificate generated by user 

in order to be used by the application during VOFS operations without 
asking user for his private key access. A proxy key pair & certificate which 

is signed by original Identity certificate issued by VOMS. This proxy 
certificate will be used and valid for a very limited amount of time because 

it will be used as an impersonation of the user by the application. The 
process of how this proxy certificate is generated and synchronized at 

VOMS is explained below in following steps. 
 

- Peer sign in Request 
- Receive Proxy subject with a token from VOMS 

- Generate Proxy Certificate structure 
- Extensions 

- Sign the certificate by user ID certificate’s private key 
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- Validation of proxy certificate at VOMS 
 

Proxy Sign in Request 
 

First step to sign in to VOFS is to create a request to initiate process on 
VOMS. This request is encrypted by server’s public key as described 

earlier. 
 

Receive Proxy subject with VOMS token wrapped 
 

VOMS receives the sign in request and generates a token which is 
included as part of the Subject information created for the proxy 

certificate of the user. Reason to add such information to the server is to 
create proxy certificate validation criteria. Since the proxy certificate will 

be sent to VOMS from many peers, server must know which was 
generated on behalf of VOMS permission while validating it. This token is 

kept in the server session store mapped with user data. After creating a 
certificate subject structure for the proxy certificate, the response is 

created and encrypted by user’s public key and then sent to the 

requesting user. 
 

 
Generate Proxy Certificate Structure 

 
Client receives the response, decrypts it and extracts the subject 

information sent from the server. It is then used as subject information 
when client application creates the proxy certificate structure. Proxy 

certificate structure is very much similar to an ordinary certificate but it 
contains a unique extension that is used to identify a certificate as a proxy 

certificate. Also in the proxy certificate, the validity period is always set as 
24 hours to prevent the scenario when the certificate is stolen and 

misused. 
 

Extensions 
 

We have added the following extensions to set up a proxy certificate. 
 

RFC3820Extension 
 

RFC3820 for PKI is the document which specifies the usage and 
construction of proxy certificates. By following the specification in this 

document Globus Alliances has provided certificate extension as 
programmable interface to create a certificate structure which can be 

identified as proxy certificate. 
 

We have used this extension and added in the certificate which is 
generated at the client application for single sign on. This certificate 

guarantees that it is a delegated certificate from user to its application so 
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that application can use it in VOFS operations without prompting user for 
private key password for signature or decryption. 

 
Key Usage Info Extension 

 
This extension is added for proxy certificate which defines weather this 

proxy will perform all the operations that its issuer certificate does. In our 
case, we copy the values straight into this extension from the user’s ID 

certificate because we are targeting a full delegation proxy. 
 

Sign the certificate by user ID certificate’s private key 
 

After proxy certificate structure is created, user’s ID certificate’s private 
key is used to sign this certificate’s blob. Now the resultant certificate will 

be third in the hierarchy. Client application now sends the newly created 
proxy certificate to the server to activate him as online peer. This 

certificate and its private key also kept in the user’s key store. 
 

Validation of proxy certificate at VOMS 

 
In order to make the proxy certificate useable in the VOFS operations, it is 

important that proxy is registered to VOMS server. Client application 
sends the newly signed proxy certificate to VOMS to activate the session 

on the server. VOMS receives the proxy certificate and validates the entire 
certificate chain and activates the user session. Validation of proxy 

consists of the following operations. 
 

- Validate if the certificate is a proxy certificate by finding the extensions 
added to the certificate. 

- Validate the subject which was initially generated by VOMS itself 
containing the authentication token. 

- Validate the key usage extensions derived from original ID certificate 
issued by VOMS. 

- Validate Signature of original ID certificate. 
- Validate validity period (should not be more than 24hours) 

 
VOMS replies with validation successful message to the peer asking for 

Single sign on. Now this proxy certificate can be used to send VOFS 
commands from the peer. Note that VOMS keeps the proxy in the 

currently active authentications. 
 

4.6 Maintenance in current implementation 

 

As we know that previously VOMS was implemented as web interface, in 

the new implementation it has been modified to work as a service based 
component. We have implemented the following components at VOMS. 
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- IVOMServiceAdmin 

- IVOMService 
- IVOMServiceAuthenticator 

 
IVOMServiceAdmin 

 
This component is built for administration of VOMS, e.g. activating users & 

managing role repository etc. 
 

IVOMService 
 

This component is exposed to all VOFS client applications in order to 
register & activate accounts. 

 
IVOMServiceAuthenticator 

 
This component is used for Single Sign on process. 

 

 

4.7 Project Structure & Deployable Packages 

 
We have introduced new project structure in maven which made the 

project structure much more flexible and maintainable in order to re-
factor code and build customizations. Moreover, we have Embedded Jetty 

in the project for ease of startup services with no overhead of going to 

command prompt and start/stop web containers. It helped greatly 
creating deployable bundles which can be easily operated by the end 

users by creating GUI controls in order to start/stop services that give 
huge advantage in usability. 

 
More details of these tools are given as follows. 

4.7.1 What is Maven 

 
Maven is a java project development tool from Apache. Based on the 

concept of a project object model (POM), Maven can organize build, 
reporting and documentation from a one resource. Most features in maven 

can be shortly described as follows: 
 

- A simple project setup. 
- Modular way of organizing dependencies. 

- Provide ease of working with multiple projects as a product. 
- Reduces configuration time for initial startup of projects. 
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- Maven repositories provide ease of access for many open source 
or commercial projects. 

- Plugin mechanism which provides extensibility to provide 
customised behaviour for builds. 

- Excellent in providing release and distribution management. 
- Integration available for many project configuration tools like 

SVN, Git and CVS etc.  
 

4.7.2 Improved Project Structure by Maven 

 

The following diagram gives an overview of the current distribution of the 
components in the current implementation. 
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Dependency hierarchy in developed components 
 

VOMS Security API 
 

This module provides interfaces to VOMS service, common crypto helpers, 
key store functions and certificate generators. 

 
VOFS Security API 

 
This module gives implementations of different VOFS components e.g. 

PDP, PIP, PAP, PR as we have discussed earlier. 
 

VOMS Security Implementation 
 

This module provides implementation of server components for which 
interfaces were exposed in the VOMS Security API. It includes VOMS 

certificate authority implementation here. This is main entry point for the 
VOMS service. 

 

 
 

 
VOFS WebDAV Implementation 

 
This module provides the WebDav implementation for VOFS which 

includes, WebDavServlet, FrontControllerServlet, PEPFilter etc. 
 

VOFS WebDAV web application 
 

This is web application based on WebDav implementation described 
above. 

 
VOFS Peer application 

 
This is main entry point for a VOFS peer. It includes UI for user to perform 

all the functions that VOFS is responsible for. It also provides interfaces 
for user to register to VOMS, managing its key store. It provides 

transparency of security related operations from user. It bootstraps the 
VOFS local web applications in order to consume and send VOFS 

commands. 
 

VOFS Service Interfaces 
 

This is the entry point for all VOFS server interfaces. It loads Policy 
repository, VOMS service, PDP, PAP components and sets up the 

environment accordingly. In current implementation, components other 
than VOMS are started in this component to provide trust between the 

server components. It reduces risk between un-trusted VOFS component 
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because the server location is always ensured to be same in all 
components. VOFS peers will assume VOFS services are running at the 

same location as VOMS. It brings optimization in communication cost 
between VOFS components. Also UIs are provided for VOFS administrator 

to initialize the CA, VOFS services, user roles & approving user requests 
etc. 

 

4.7.3 Embedding Jetty Server 

 
To understand how jetty server can be embedded, we need to know 

basics of the jetty server. Information regarding this article is taken from 
[12] in the references. 

 
Jetty Web Server 

 
Jetty comes with an HTTP server, HTTP client, and a Servlet container. All 

of these implementations are open source and available for the use of any 
sort. Jetty can be embedded in devices, software tools, frameworks and 

application servers etc. 
 

Main features of Jetty are as follows. 

 Full-featured and standards oriented implementation 

 Open source and ready for commercial use 
 Flexible and scalable in many ways 

 Embeddable in applications and frameworks 
 Asynchronous 

 Dual licensed under Apache and Eclipse 

How Jetty can be embedded? 

 
Jetty can be used as a standalone component or web container and as a component 
which can be used as web container inside the application. The process through 

which jetty is combined in the process of the application is known as embedding jetty. 
 

To embed Jetty into the project, the following steps are typical: 

1. Initialize jetty server instance 

2. Configure Connectors into the server instance 

3. Configure Handlers & Servlets in a web context 

4. Bootstrap server 

 

Embedded Jetty in VOFS Peer 
 

As we know that each VOFS peers runs a WebDAV Servlet based 
implementation to intercept WebDAV commands to the local machine, we 
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have integrated this web application into a VOFS peer application. 
Embedded jetty in used to start the application. User interface is started 

up parallel to the web application. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
VOFS Peer application design 
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5. Future Directions 
 

 
In this last chapter we will describe possible issues with the current 

implementation of the VOFS security layer and respective solutions. After 

studying security mechanisms and building thoughts for VOFS, we can 
continuously improving the security layer according to the development 

life cycle and future advancements in the technologies. The followings are 
the current issues and solutions. 

 
 The current implementation of VOMS is based on a simple certificate 

authority which does not contain customizations for the key store 
types, signature and encryption algorithms, and key lengths etc. The 

design of certificate authority can be improved by externalizing 
these customizations. 

 Currently proxy certificate is bound to be valid for 24 hours time. It 
might be required in future to have custom valid time for the proxy. 

But user must be bound to comply with certain proxy generation 
policy which can be configured on the VOFS. For example, proxy 

must not be used for longer period of time even user wants to. For 
such constraints, we must create a security policy which can be 

managed at VOMS and synchronized with user applications. 
 Due to plain text communication through HTTP, proxy certificate is 

sent as Base64 encoded blobs along with other parameters. It 
solves the problem of identification of sender. But it doesn’t 

guarantee if the message received was exactly what was sent, so 
chances of experiencing MITM attacks are obvious in this case. This 

problem can be solved by encrypting the command data by the 
receiver’s proxy certificate’s public key which can be made possible 

to be fetched from the VOMS active users. This will solve problem of 
encoding required for the VOFS path when it is sent through plain 

text. In order to improve communication between peer and VOMS 
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can be reduced if receiving peer caches the sender’s proxy 
certificate for later use in order to encrypt command data to be sent 

back. 
 Currently VOMS admin panel is developed in a UI, which is problem 

to run VOMS server in a headless server environment. In order to 
improve this, there can be 2 approaches in order to solve this. 

-  A web application can be developed to manage VOMS which 
will give access the VOMS. This will also require authentication 

of administrator which can be done by registering an ID 
certificate for the administrator. For admin to authenticate 

himself, he must use some local application or applet in order 
to perform PKI operations using his key store that are required 

during sign in process. 
- Keeping the current UI panel to manage the VOMS but 

extracting it out from the service implementation of VOMS and 
other VOFS components. This UI panel will be used to access 

VOMS remotely by HTTP client. The advantage of this 
approach is less development cost and to develop no extra 

security routines for secure connection since proxy certificate 

generation and validation is already in place in VOMS. 
 Currently PDP and PAP components are running at the same location 

as VOMS and they are bootstrapped along with the VOMS itself and 
it is not possible to run these components on other locations. The 

advantage we are getting by doing this is reduced security concerns 
when these components communicate together since they access 

other components locally. If it would be required to run them 
remotely, we have to implement security layer for internal 

components, which can be done by shared key cryptography instead 
of PKI. Symmetric keys can be configured on each component 

accordingly on timely bases. 
 Currently the system is not automatically testable and some known 

scenarios are tested. This can surely cause some errors in the 
system when commands are sent that are not tested. It can be 

solved by mocking the communication between peers and services 
using power mock utility or Mockito. 

 Currently VOMS CA key store is cluttered with all ID certificates that 
were generated for users. This becomes potential bottle neck for 

concurrency and performance since one key store file is accessed for 
each user’s certificate. This problem can be solved by keeping user 

certificates only in the database in a serialized form. 
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6. List of abbreviations 

 
 

Abbreviations used in the report are listed below in alphabetical order: 
 

 
CA: Certificate authority 

GUI: Graphical user interface 
HTTP: Hypertext transfer protocol 

MITM: Man in the middle 
PAP:  Policy Administration point 

PEP: Policy enforcement point 
PR: Policy repository 

PDP: Policy decision point 
PKI: Public key infrastructure 

POSIX: Portable Operating System Interface for UNIX 
SMTP: Simple mail transfer protocol 

SSO: Single Sign on 
UI: User interface 

VOFS: Virtual Organization File System 
VOMS: Virtual Organization Membership service 

WebDAV: Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning 
XACML: Extensible access control markup language  
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7. Development, Packaging & Installation Instructions 
 

 
In order to proceed with further development with this project, it is 

important to go through different components with respect to their 
content and work flow description. It is also important to see different 

aspects of the system like packaging and installation. In this chapter we 
will summarize the description of projects in these aspects. 

 

7.1 Development Instructions 

 

We have the following maven projects regarding the understanding of 
current project structure. These modules are summarized below with 

respect to their description. 
 

 
vofs (Master POM project) 

 

This is main directory where all projects are located along 

with the master POM which describes all inner modules. 

 

vofs.security.api 

 

This is maven java project which contains code of all major 

VOFS components such as PDP, PAP, PR and etc. 

 

vofs.security.voms.api 

 

Maven java project which contains VOMS related interfaces and 

security modules such as key store management, certificate 

generators, VOMS service locator and protocol messages. 

 

vofs.security.voms.impl 
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Maven java project which contains implementations of VOMS 

interfaces exposed to the client in the previous project. It 

also contains the functionality to boot strap the whole VOFS 

server platform by running security components. 

 

vofs.security.voms.assembly 

 

Maven project which is created to define packaging for the 

project mentioned above. It produces installable bundle for 

the VOFS server platform. Assembling the bundle using this 

project is described further in packaging section. 

 

vofs.core.webdav.commons 

 

Maven java project which contains the current WebDAV related 

implementation for the VOFS Web based PEP. It contains major 

code which is used to intercept WebDAV calls through Java web 

standard. 

 

vofs.core.webdav 

 

Maven java WAR project which is created to produce a web 

application based on the components mentioned in the project 

described earlier. 

 

vofs.pep.ui 

 

Maven java project which contains mainly UI for the PEP which 

is webDav intercepter. It also boot straps the web application 

which is produced by the project described above. 

 

vofs.pep.assembly 

 

This project is created to generate installable bundle for PEP 

clients. It generates bundle based on the project described 

alove. 

 

7.2 Building modules 

 
In order to build the project structure that is described above, we need to 

install the following software packages on the machine. 
 

- Java SDK version 1.5 or later 
- Maven version 2.2.1 or later 

 
Note: It is important to add Java “bin” folder & Maven “bin” folder path 

into your system class path. 
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In order to compile all the projects, we need to execute the following 
command inside the vofs directory. 

 
mvn clean install 

 

In order to skip tests during build 
 
mvn clean install –Dmaven.test.skip=true 

 
After building the projects, it might be required to load the projects in 

some IDE for example eclipse or IntelliJ Idea. Maven supports creating 
project structures in order for projects to be loaded in these 2 IDEs. To 

create IDE related files, use the following commands. 
 

For Eclipse 
 
mvn eclipse:eclipse 

 

For IntelliJ Idea 

 
mvn idea:idea 

 

After executing the following commands, we will be able to load these 
projects in to respective IDEs for further development. 

 

7.3 Assembling (Packaging) modules 

 
In order to combine various development modules together in an 

installable bundle, we have created two assembly projects that describe 
packaging for those modules. Packaging of the modules contains bringing 

all the dependency libraries together, creating a entry point main jar (with 
manifest including dependency jars), creating installable directory, adding 

resources or initial data required for bundle to work such as start up 
scripts, property files and etc. 

 
As we know we have the following 2 assembly projects that are described 

earlier in this chapter. Each project contains its assembly descriptor at 
“src/main/assembly/”. 

 
vofs.security.voms.assembly 

 

- Assembly file : voms_assembly.xml 

- Output file : executable-voms.zip 

 

vofs.pep.assembly 

 

- Assembly file : pep_assembly.xml 
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- Output file : executable-pep.zip 

 

The following can be used under each of these projects to generate 
installable bundles. 

 
mvn assembly:assembly 

 

7.4 Installation Instructions 

 
After the installable bundles are generated by assembly commands, they 

are ready to be deployed on the remote machines. It is important to 
understand how do these exploded bundles work after deployment and 

how to start these bundles. 

7.4.1 Installation & bootstrapping of executable_voms.zip 

 

In order to install and run VOMS and other services, follow the steps 
below: 

 
For Windows 

 
- Unzip the bundle where program files and data to be kept. 

- Run the batch script ‘START.bat’ from installed folder. 
 

For Linux 

 
- Unzip the bundle where program files and data to be kept. 

- Run the shell script ‘START.sh’ from installed folder. 
 

Troubleshooting/Reset 
 

In case when VOMS application crashes or application behaves abnormally 
and it is required to reset the application, run the script ‘RESET.bat’ for 

Windows and ‘RESET.sh’ for Linux platform and start application 
respectively. 

7.4.2 Installation of executable_pep.zip 

 

In order to install and run PEP client application, follow the steps below: 

 
For Windows 

 
- Unzip the bundle where program files and data to be kept. 

- Run the batch script ‘START.bat’ from installed folder. 
 

For Linux 
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- Unzip the bundle where program files and data to be kept. 

- Run the shell script ‘START.sh’ from installed folder. 
 

 
Troubleshooting/Reset 

 
In case when PEP application crashes or application behaves abnormally, 

it is required to reset the application, important to remove ‘.vofs’ folder 
from user home directory before restarting the application. 

 
 

 
 

 

8. Performance Evaluation 
 

 

In order to deploy any software in live environment, it is important to 
calculate its statistics regarding processing and memory usage 

parameters. We have calculated these statistics for VOMS operations in 
VOFS by a tool called Grinder. Grinder is an open source load testing 

framework which gives facility to easily run distributed tests in many load 
injector peers or machines. We have used Grinder script which simulates 

VOFS peer calls from registration to sign in processes and calculated 
quality of VOMS for concurrency and reliability when multiple types of calls 

are made simultaneously. 

 
We have tested the VOMS by the following configurations. 

 
Current server specifications are as follows: 

 
- Intel Core 2 Duo, 2.20 GHz processor 

- 3.0 GB RAM 
- Windows 7 Professional OS 

 
Currently tested VOMS functions: 

 
Test 1: Registration of VOFS Peer includes, local keypair generation and 

sending the public key to VOMS. 
 

Test 2: VOMS initializes this user and generates its certificate signed by 
its own CA certificate. Newly generated certificate is stored locally and 

path is returned. 
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Test 3: VOFS Peer keeps its ID certificate and sends the encrypted 
activation request to VOMS. 

 
Test 4: VOFS Peer gets sign in info from VOMS, Generates Proxy 

certificate locally and registers it on VOMS. All requests/responses are 
encrypted by public key in ID certificate of each entity. 

 
Test 5: VOFS Peer sends an open request to VOMS in order to validate its 

own proxy certificate. 
 

Test 6: VOFS Peer terminates its single sign on session by sending 
encrypted request to VOMS. VOMS removes the Proxy certificate from its 

repository. 
 

 
 

 
And Grinder agent specs are as follows: 

 

grinder.processes=1  //Number of processes to initialize 
grinder.threads=100  //Number of threads to push 

grinder.runs=10  //Number of runs for each test 
grinder.script=grinder.py //jython script file to run 

grinder.logDirectory=logs //logs directory 
 

Results: 
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9. Conclusion 

 

The aim of this project was to design, implement and replace an existing 
authentication layer over Virtual Organization file system that was 

previously designed to authenticate users from user name and password 
based authentication. The goal was to study and research for mechanisms 

in the field of Distributed systems security using Public Key Infrastructure. 
Secondary objective was to implement the solution in such a way that it 

can be used to authenticate users with some sort of transparency in 
authentication layer while user is performing operations through under 

lying system so user can delegate his authenticity to the application for 
some period of time when multiple operations are performed by the 

system. 
 

For designing such authentication layer, we used the techniques of 
authenticating users by the digital certificates. Since certificate structure 

provides wide range of security parameters to achieve privacy and trust 
between communicating peers, it is proven to be quite useful in 

implementing this authentication layer. More over proxy certificates are 
studied deeply in order to achieve single sign on mechanism in order to 

delegate user rights to the application for which user is authenticated 
multiple times without user intervention. 

 
As we know that certificate structure is an open standard and it is required 

to have a Certificate Authority to enable trust between peers those are 
issued certificates from that certificate authority. In our design we have 

implemented a certificate authority which is then used to issue certificates 
for the users. This certificate authority functions under membership 
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service of the virtual organization which is part of the VOFS framework. 
This approach of bringing a certificate authority under VOMS benefits us in 

multiple ways such as enabling multiple distributed applications that are 
required to be build on certificate based authentication. VOMS is now used 

to register users, issue certificates based on the public keys generated by 
users themselves, register & validate proxy certificate chain for single sign 

on and etc. 
 

In order to achieve delegated or proxy certificate, firstly we authenticate 
the user from its issued certificate from VOMS and then user generates a 

delegated proxy certificate and sends to VOMS to validate it and keeps it 
for validation requests from other peers when proxy certificate is used by 

the system. In this way, we have achieved authentication and privacy of 
user credentials from server as well as from other users. 
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